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“Changing Lives”
We Rise By Lifting Others



The fulfilling feeling of giving back and contributing to society is unparalleled. No one has 

ever become poor by sharing. It involves a certain amount of giving. It's not how much we 

give but how much love we put into giving.

As we grow older, we discover that we have two hands - one for helping ourselves and the 

other for helping others." We all come to the world with the joy of having things, but when 

we leave this world, we should have experienced the joy of contributing and giving back to 

the society. That is a mature joy, the real joy. There's nothing more rewarding than giving 

back and making a difference in the lives of the people in this great community.

Giving is not just about making a donation. It is about making a difference."



Food, being one of the basic necessities of human beings, is always on our minds. Every 

time we eat food, we should thank God for being blessed that we have enough to eat.

There are a lot of people who struggle for even two meals a day. Scarcity of food at times 

pulls their morale down and they might get depressed.

SimbaQuartz has always been keen to help the people in need. We regularly carry out food 

sharing campaigns and involve our team mates in the activity to make them aware of the 

conditions in which many people live. This not only gives them an opportunity to enjoy the 

chance of GIVING, but also makes them compassionate to help the needy in whatever 

form they can.

Food Sharing Campaign 98
Slums of Beas, Distt. Amritsar



Chhajjalwaddi Village, Distt - Amritsar

Computer education is the need of the hour. It is something that makes one job ready.For 

a bright future if someone gets an opportunity to learn computers as a gift, nothing like it.

Tech School on Wheels is one such Corporate Social Responsibility activity of 

SimbaQuartz that is imparting computer education and assuring the residents of slums of 

a secure future with white collar jobs. It gives us immense pleasure and sense of 

achievement, when we see youngsters coming from these slums to learn advanced 

computer courses and work like professionals.

Tech School On Wheels Campaign - 28




